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Convention Centre, IGNOU Campus, New Delhi 

November 24, 2015 (Tuesday) 
 

 
Greetings from 

Campus Placement Cell (CPC) 

 
 
IGNOU has always been proactive in promoting the activities pertaining to women 
empowerment/development through its various initiatives. Keeping in view the growing 
competitiveness in the corporate spheres, a pertinent need is being felt to give an 
opportunity to our women students/alumni to gain foothold in the industry. 
 
Accordingly, Campus Placement Cell (CPC) in association with Regional Centres of Delhi NCR 
and adjoining Regional Centres (Karnal, Aligarh, Chandigarh, Dehradun and Jaipur) is 
organizing an All Women Job Fair on November 24, 2015 (Tuesday) at IGNOU 
Campus, Maidan Garhi, New Delhi. In this event, various companies from different 
sectors would be participating. Till now, IndiGo Airlines, TenderNews.com, ATS Services, 
Dash Career Fox Pvt. Ltd., Yatra.com, Go-ibibo.com, Aegis Ltd. and Policy Bazar have 
confirmed their participation. Some other companies are also expected to confirm their 
participation in near future. As and when their participation is confirmed their respective Job 
Descriptions (JDs) would be uploaded on IGNOU website. The salary bracket for all the 
offered positions is between Rs. 12,000 to Rs. 40,000 per month. 
 
The drive is open for all female students of Second/Final year of undergraduate programmes 
and all post graduate programmes of the university. The intimation through SMS has been 
sent to all students of MAH, MPS, MTM, MPA, MEG, MSW, MCA, MCOM and second/final 
year students of BA, BCOM, BSC, BCA, BSW, BTS registered in January 2015 and July 2015 
session. 
 
The students are required to carry a copy of their recent resume (mandatorily containing 
IGNOU enrolment no.), an ID proof, address proof and passport size photograph at the time 
of interview. The students have to join immediately as these are urgent openings. 
 
As you are aware, it is a job fair in which multiple companies would be 
participating, the students will have to opt for any two companies of their choice 
for interview. Hence, you are advised to go through the JDs of the companies 
very carefully before making your choice. For detailed Job Descriptions of the 
companies, Click Here. 
 

http://ignou.ac.in/userfiles/JDs%20for%20All%20Women%20Jb%20Fair%2024112015.pdf

